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Question #:1

What function do you perform during the data load preparation? Please choose the correct answer.

Fill in migration templates with legacy data

Extract legacy data from the current system

Simulate data load in the new cloud system

Analyze legacy data for validity and relevance

Answer: A

Question #:2

You are fulfilling customer orders on SAP S/4HANA Cloud. What is the function of the delivering plant
during this process? Please choose the correct answer.

To link the distribution channel to the company code

To supply goods through multiple sales organizations

To assign the storage location to the sales organization

To allow the system to determine multiple shipping points

Answer: B

Question #:3

You need to manage a customer down payment.Which action do you perform during sales order entry? Please
choose the correct answer. Note: Answers to this question are not verified by our experts, please study

yourself and select the appropriate answers. Contribute: Please send the correct answers with reference
text/link on feedback@erpprep.com to get up to 50% cashback.

Create a sales order with a dedicated order type.

Assign a particular category to the sales order item.

Enter a specific condition in the pricing procedure of the sales order.

Enter an appropriate item in the billing plan of the sales order.

Answer: A
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Question #:4

Scope Item Level for Financial Supply Chain Management

To which of the following objects do you assign approval patterns to manage bank accounts? 2 answers

Company code

Account type

Bank account ID

Payment signatory

Answer: A B

Question #:5

You want to authenticate employees in SAP Cloud Identity. In which app can you download a .CSV file with
the list of users? Please choose the correct answer.

Maintain Communication Users

Maintain Business Roles

Maintain Business Users

Maintain Catalog Roles

Answer: C

Question #:6

You execute the Sell from Stock (BD9) process.At which process step is the billing due list updated? Please
choose the correct answer. Note: Answers to this question are not verified by our experts, please study

yourself and select the appropriate answers. Contribute: Please send the correct answers with reference
text/link on feedback@erpprep.com to get up to 50% cashback.

Create delivery

Post goods issue

Job scheduling for billing creation

Execute picking

Answer: D
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Question #:7

Which adjustments can be made using the Query Builder? There are THREE answers for this Question

Copy a query from an SAP-delivered query

Create custom Core Data Services (CDS) views for use in queries

Add, remove, or customize fields in queries

Create parameters to read values from the user settings

Add business logic to syntax for queries

Answer: A C E

Question #:8

Which user ID must be locked for security reasons after you create an administrator business user? Please
choose the correct answer.

SAP Lifecycle Management Administrator (SAP_LMADM)

SAP Customer Business User (SAP_CUST_BUS)

SAP Customer Initial User (SAP_CUST_INI)

SAP E-Mail Inbound Processing (SAP_SMTP_IN)

Answer: C

Question #:9

What does the Simulate Import function allow you to do in the Manage Your Solution SAP Fiori app? Please
choose the correct answer.

Generate mass business transactions to test the system

Activate the organizational structure and simulate business process execution against it

Import best-practice business transactions and test business processes

Test migration data against the system customization without commit

Answer: D

Question #:10
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What does SAP recommend you do to maintain the organizational structure in SAP S/4HANA Cloud? Please
choose the correct answer.

You delete or rename the existing organizational units

You rename the existing organizational units.Creation of new units is NOT allowed

You copy the existing organizational units and rename the copies

You create brand new organizational units. Copy of existing units is NOT allowed

Answer: C

Question #:11

You evaluate a predictive model. What is the value range of predictive power and prediction confidence?
Please choose the correct answer. Note: Answers to this question are not verified by our experts, please study

yourself and select the appropriate answers. Contribute: Please send the correct answers with reference
text/link on feedback@erpprep.com to get up to 50% cashback.

From 0 to 100

From Oto 1000

From Oto 10

From 0 to 1

Answer: A

Question #:12

Which steps are part of the Sales Processing using Third-Party without Shipping Notification (BDK) process?
There are 3 correct answers to this question

Create inbound delivery

Create billing document

Enter vendor invoice

Create outbound delivery

Approve and release purchase order

Answer: B C E




